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Words used

throughout "the" is optional in virutally all commands and inquiries, such as "What is the force" versus What is force? 

Function Command or Inquiry Alternative Alternative/Example/or Settings

Inquiries What is  (or What's) What are  e.g. "What's my cut speed?"

Tell me what is  (or what’s) Tell me what are e.g. "What are my speeds?"

Could you tell me what is  (or what's) Could you tell me what are e.g. "Could you tell me my multi-cut?"

Add "Zing" e.g. "What is Zing force?"

add "set at" to end e.g. "What's my force set at?"

add "setting to end" e.g. "What's my cut speed setting?"

Set Turn e.g. "Set speed to 11, please."

Make Use e.g. "Make force 25" or "Use Speed of 9"

Could you set    Would you set e.g. "Would you set multi-cut to 2?"

Will you set Go ahead and set e.g. "Will you set cut type to Knife Point?"

Shut e.g. "Shut off the laser"

Toggle e.g. "Toggle the laser off"

Connection Let me know if I am (I'm) connected Could you let me know if I am (I'm) connected to the Zing?

Tell me if I am (I'm) connected Coud you tell me if I am (I'm) connected to the Zing?

Am I connected?

Reconnect Reconnect to Zing

Refresh connection Refresh connection to Zing

Speed What is speed? What is speed type?

What is cut speed? What is cutting speed?

What is up speed?

Set speed to "X" X from 1 to 20

Set cut speed to "X" Cut speed to "X" X from 1 to 20

Cutting speed to "X" X from 1 to 20

Set up speed to "X" Up speed to "X" X from 1 to 20

Force What is force? What is pressure?

Set force to "X" Force to "X" X from 1 to 160

Set pressure to "X" Pressure to "X" X from 1 to 160

Multicut What is multi-cut? What is multiple cut?

Set multi-cut to "X" Multi-cut to  "X" X from 1 to 10

Set multiple cut to "X" Multiple cut to  "X" X from 1 to 10

Presets Use preset "X" Could you use preset "X" X = name of preset

Commands 

which work 

with most 

functions

"Please" can be used before and after virtually all commands and inquiries

"my" can be used in most inquiries, such as "What is my force?" or "What is my cut type?"

"current" is optional in most inquiries; e.g. "What is my current force?"

"currently" is optional in most inquiries; e.g."What is my speed, currently?"

"now" can be used after virtually all commands.

"Thank you" can be used after any inquiry or command. You'll receive a response!  : )



Function Command or Inquiry Alternative Alternative/Example/or Settings

Blade Offset What is blade offset?

Turn off blade offset

Turn blade offset to the off position Turn blade offset to the off setting

Turn on blade offset

Turn blade offset to the on position Turn blade offset to the on setting

Set blade offset to "X" Set knife offset to "X" X = Off, or from 1 - 95

Blade offset to "X" Knife offset to "X" X = Off, or from 1 - 95

Blade offset to zero point "X" Knife offset to zero point "X" X = Off, or from 1 - 95

Blade offset to "X" mm Blade offset to "X" hundredths X = Off, or from 1 - 95

Cut Type What is cut type?

Set cut type to knife point Set cut type to knife 

Set cut type to blade point Set cut type to blade

Set cut type to what you see is what you getSet cut type to wizzy wig Set cut type to what you see

Set cut type to print and cut Set cut type to pnc

Can we Set Blade Origin Set Blade Position

Could we Set Knife Origin Set Knife Position

Begin Set Carriage Origin Set Carriage Position

Go ahead and Set Head Origin Set Head Position

Please

Step or Steps Min    or    Minimum Will be set to 4

Set step to Smallest   or   Littlest Will be set to 4

Set steps to Max   or    Maximum Will be set to 1016

Step count to Largest     or   Biggest Will be set to 1016

Set step count to "X" X from  4 to 1016

Move "X" left "X" left X from 1 to limit

Move "X" right "X" right X from 1 to limit

Move "X" forward (or forwards) "X" forward (or forwards) X from 1 to limit

Move "X" front "X" front   or   "X" up X from 1 to limit

Move "X" backward (or backwards) "X" backward (or backwards) X from 1 to limit

Move "X" back "X" back    or  "X" down X from 1 to limit

Use last Use last origin Use last coordinates

Use last position Use last offset

Reset Reset to zero Reset to zero zero

Move to zero zero Zero out Zero Zero

Finish   Finished I am finished

Done I am done

Cancel

Toggle laser on Toggle on laser

Toggle laser off Toggle off laser

Toggle laser light on Toggle laser pointer on

Toggle laser light off Toggle laser pointer off

Laser on Laser light on Laser pointer on

Laser off Laser light off Laser pointer off

Turn laser on Turn laser light on Turn laser pointer on

Turn laser off Turn laser light off Turn laser pointer off

Set Blade 

Origin (open 

window)

Set Blade 

Origin 

(setting)

Laser Control

What is knife offset?

Turn off knife offset

Turn on knife offset



Function Command or Inquiry Alternative Alternative/Example/or Settings

Shut laser off Shut laser light off Shut laser pointer off

Make laser turn on Make laser light turn on Make laser pointer turn on

Make laser turn off Make laser light turn off Make laser pointer turn off

Test Cut Test cut Asterisk

Test cut Circle

Test cut Circle in Square Test cut Circle Square

Test cut Double Circle Test cut Circle in Circle

Test cut Drop 

Test cut Flower

Test cut Rhinestone Template Test cut Rhinestone Pattern Test cut Rhinestone

Test cut Square

Test cut Star

Test cut Zing Logo Test cut Logo Test cut Zing

Cut Project Cut Make The Cut

Cut Project Cut the Project

Print and Cut Step or Steps Min    or    Minimum Will be set to 4

Set step to Smallest   or   Littlest Will be set to 4

Set steps to Max   or    Maximum Will be set to 1016

Step count to Largest     or   Biggest Will be set to 1016

Set step count to "X" X from 4 to 1016

Move "X" left "X" left X from 1 to limit

Move "X" right "X" right X from 1 to limit

Move "X" forward (or forwards) "X" forward (or forwards) X from 1 to limit

Move "X" front "X" front    or   "X" up X from 1 to limit

Move "X" backward (or backwards) "X" backward (or backwards) X from 1 to limit

Move "X" back "X" back   or  "X" down X from 1 to limit

Next Next Point

Cancel

Temporarily Ignore me Disregard me

Disable Pay no attention to me Pay no mind to me

Re-enable Pay attention to me Regard me Pay mind to me

Turn Off Zing Speak Off Turn Zing Speak Off Set Zing Speak Off

Turn Zing Speak to the Off Position Zing Speak Off Setting Set Zing Speak to the Off Position

Zing Plugin What version

Version What's my current version

Laser 

Control


